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ABBA - The Name Of The Game
Tom: A

   (intro) ( F#M  B  F#M   B   F#M   B   F#M   B )

F#M                                    B
I saw him twice in a short time
F#M                                     B
Only a week since we started
F#M                             B
It seems to me, every time
F#M                            B
I am with an open heart
F#M                        B
I was a hopeless case
F#M                        B
One could reach me
F#M                                          B
But I think I can see in your face -
F#M                        B         C#M       B
There is so much you can teach me
F#M                    B
So I want to know ......
C#M                               Bm
What is the name of the game?
Bm                                     E
Does it mean anything to you?
                                          A        D
What is the name of the game?
                     E                                  A D
You can feel the way I do
Please tell me, why I gotta know
I'm a bashful child, beginning to grow
And you make me talk
And you make me feel
And you make me show
What I'm trying to hide
If I trust you, you let me down?
You laugh at me if I said that I want?
You could feel the same way too?
I wonder ......

The name of the game
I have no friends, no one to see
And I never get invited

Now I'm here talking to you
No surprise that I'm excited
Your smile and the sound of your voice
And the way you see through me
I have a feeling you give me no choice
But it means a lot to me
So I want to know ......
What is the name of the game?

(Your smile and the sound of your voice)
Does it mean anything to you?
(I have a feeling you give me no choice)
(But it means a lot)
What is the name of the game?
(Your smile and the sound of your voice)
You can feel the way I do?
Please tell me, why I gotta know
I'm a bashful child, beginning to grow
And you make me talk
And you make me feel
And you make me show
What I'm trying to hide
If I trust you, you let me down?
You laugh at me if I said that I want?
You could feel the same way too?
I wonder ......

Oh yes I want to know ......
The name of the game
(I was an impossible case)
Does it mean anything to you?
(But I think I can see in your face)
(That means a lot)
What is the name of the game?
(Your smile and the sound of your voice)
You can feel the way I do?
(I have a feeling you give me no choice)
(But it means a lot)
What is the name of the game?
(I was an impossible case)
Does it mean anything to you?
(But I think I can see in your face)
(That means a lot)

Acordes


